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MOTORIZED CUTTING TOOL

FIELD OF INVENTION
The present invention relates to a cutting apparatus/or tools, more particularly, to a motorized cutter including a cutting head driven by external power source and involving bevel gear adapted to achieve low vibrating linear back and forth movement of the cutting head during its operation. The motorized cutter of the invention is adapted for low vibration cutting involving cutters such as chisel or C-sickle which would benefit convenient cutting such as oil palm fronds and fresh fruit bunches (FFB) and the like.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Mechanized harvesting devices/apparatuses are well known and from time to time advancements in the related field have taken place to benefit the end user of such devices.

US 5002134 recites a rotary impacting apparatus comprising of rotary member drivingly rotated about a rotational axis within a casing. An impact member is loosely held by the rotary member so as to be movable toward and away from the rotational axis within a limited range. A holder mounted to the casing slidably supports a reciprocative member to allow movement thereof toward and away from the rotational axis within a limited range. The rotary member is directly attached to the driving source through a transmission shaft thus the system does not involve any gear system for transmitting the rotation of the engine to the rotor.

US 5488997 discloses rotary impacting apparatus comprising a housing, a rotor rotated in the housing, an impact member eccentrically held by the rotor, and a main reciprocative implement held reciprocatively at a forward end portion of the housing. The rotor rotates to hit the impact member for driving the main reciprocative implement into the ground for instance. The apparatus further includes an auxiliary
oscillating mechanism for transmitting an impacting force from the impact member to pull the main reciprocative implement when the housing is pulled relative to the main reciprocative implement by a predetermined distance. The rotor of the apparatus is connected to the engine by an endless transmission loop such as a belt or chain for transmitting the revolutions of the engine to the rotor. A gear mechanism is also proposed in this art as an alternative approach for transmitting the rotation of the engine to the rotor but corresponding design to implement such gear mechanism has not been discussed in the said art.

US 6484815 directed to the improvement in the conventional impact generator by incorporating an impregnating member capable of impregnating the grease during the operation of the device. As per the system description as disclosed in the art, the engine associated with the system adapted to generate rotating force is connected to the impact generator by a rod member. The rod member is constituted by a hollow pipe in which the drive shaft $S_1$ penetrates. The rotating force generated by the engine is transmitted to the impact generator by the drive shaft $S_1$ penetrating the rod member. Thus the power transfer mechanism does not include any gear system for transferring the rotating power of the engine to the impact generator. Thus none of the above mentioned prior art documents suggest a motorized cutting or harvesting device having power transfer mechanism involving a gear system including a rotary cam with groove path in communication with a guide and in combination with sliders to ensure smooth linear reciprocate movement of cutting device to perform cutting action.

MY 136496-A discloses a mechanized harvesting device utilizing a rapid chopping method utilizing the sickle. More particularly, the said art relates to a mechanized harvesting device with a C-shaped sickle utilizing the rapid chopping method utilizing the harvesting pole with the C-shaped sickle in the plantation industry, especially in the oil palm industry.
In MY 127947-A there is disclosed a cutter more particularly a cutter used for the purpose of cutting oil palm fronds and fresh fruit bunches (FFB). In particular the said device for cutting oil palm fronds and fruit bunches comprises of a sickle; a cam; at least a guide to connect the sickle and cam to a vertical cylinder; said vertical cylinder having a hole with a convex part where a cam is located wherein when the cam is rotated by at least a pair of bevel gear and shaft, the vertical cylinder and sickle attached to it is adapted to be moved up and down to provide enough force to the sickle for cutting fresh fruit bunches. The pair of bevel gear and shaft are used to transfer rotational movement from the engine to the cam.

The motorized cutter as above presently available are found to suffer from unwanted vibration during the motion of the cutting head. This unwanted vibration in the cutting head develops during the cutting action and such vibration makes such apparatus unsuitable for long time operation. Apart from that, the existence of the friction in the system is found to develop frequent wear and tear to the metal as well as plastic components as they rub each other. The friction developed also requires extra power for activating the cutting head and this subsequently increasing wear and tear of components which affect durability of the apparatus.

Thus there has been always a need for the improvement in the design of the existing motorized cutter to minimize such operational hazard due to unwanted vibration of the cutting head of the device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore the basic aspect of the present invention to provide a motorized low vibration cutting tool or apparatus the cutting operation.

Thus, according to the invention there is provided a motorized cutter comprising of a cutting head for the cutting operation defining a line of cutting; bevel gear involving a driving and main gear adapted to operatively connected to a power source for
generating a rotational motion; means for converting and transmitting said rotational motion into linear motion and facilitate a linear movement of said cutting head during the cutting operation, said bevel gear comprising of said main gear having the teeth on the top side cooperating with said drive gear such that the action line of said rotary motion of said drive gear is substantially in line with said line of cutting for reduced vibration during cutting operation.

According to as aspect of the invention provides a low vibration motorized cutter comprising of a cutting head for the cutting operation, bevel gear means involving driving and main gear for transmitting the rotational power of the motor to the apparatus and means for converting rotational motion into linear motion to facilitate the linear movement of the cutting head during the cutting operation and to minimize the unwanted vibration of the cutting tools during the cutting operation the main gear is specially designed to have the teeth on the top side of line of cutting.

According to another aspect in the present invention, the motorized portable cutting apparatus or harvester comprises of a C shaped sickle for the harvesting operation, bevel gear involving driving and main gear for transmitting the rotational power of the motor to the apparatus and means for converting rotational motion into linear motion to facilitate the linear movement of the sickle during the harvesting operation is characterized by the main gear having the teeth on the top side of line of cutting for reducing the vibration in the apparatus.

According to another important aspect in the motorized cutting apparatus, the placement of the main gear having teeth on the top side of the line of cutting is adapted to minimize the offset in the action line and thereby reduction of the vibration of the apparatus during the operation.

According to a further aspect in the motorized cutting apparatus, the means for converting rotational motion into linear motion includes a connecting rod and a sleeve
for converting the rotational motion of the main gear into the linear simple harmonic motion.

According to yet another aspect in the motorized cutting apparatus, one end of the said connecting rod is operatively connected to the main gear and other end of the connecting rod is attached to the sleeve by a pin.

In accordance with another aspect in the motorized cutting apparatus the front end of the sleeve attached to bottom of the cutting head by a stopper and passes through a slider to favor the linear motion of the cutting head and the sleeve.

According to another aspect in the motorized cutting apparatus, the rotation of the main gear activates the connecting rod to oscillate which pushes the pin which carries the sleeve and the cutting head to move in linear direction.

According to a further aspect in the motorized cutting apparatus, the motor used for rotating the driving gear is anyone or more of petrol engine, diesel engine, electrical motor, hydraulic, pneumatic or battery powered motor.

The details of the invention, its objects and advantages are explained hereunder in greater detail in relation to the following non-limiting exemplary illustrations of the low vibration motorized cutter in accordance with the present invention.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS**

The drawings constitute part of this specification and include an exemplary or preferred embodiment of the invention, which may be embodied in various forms. It should be understood, however, the disclosed preferred embodiments are merely exemplary of the invention. Therefore, the figures disclosed herein are not to be interpreted as limiting, but merely as the basis for the claim and for teaching one skilled in the art of the invention.
In the appended drawings:

**FIG.1** is a schematic illustration of a preferred embodiment of the motorized cutter in accordance with the present invention.

**FIG.2** shows a schematic representation of the essential mechanical components of the said motorized cutter.

**FIG.3** illustrates the schematic arrangement showing the comparison in the construction of action line conventional cutter versus the motorized cutter of the present invention.

**FIG.4** illustrates the magnified photographic representation of the action lines as illustrated in FIG.3.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

The present invention is thus directed to provide an automated cutting tool/apparatus i.e. a motorized cutter, which can be used for harvesting purpose in agricultural work. More specifically, the present invention is intended for developing a low vibration motorized cutting tools or a portable harvester comprising a cutting head and driving means including a specially designed gear system to facilitate the back and forth motion of the said cutting head keeping the vibration of the cutting head as minimum as possible during the cutting operation.

Accordingly, the present invention to provide a low vibration motorized cutter to perform comfortable and easy to handle cutting operation. The present invention also provides a low vibration motorized cutter involving a cutting head cooperating with a pair of bevel gear to activate the linear movement of the cutting head to facilitate the cutting operation for cutting oil palm fronds and fresh fruit branches.
The present invention also provides a low vibration motorized cutter involving bevel gear adapted to reduce the development of vibration in the cutting apparatus during the cutting operation.

Reference is first invited from the FIG.1 which illustrates the said motorized cutter or harvester adapted for cutting oil palm fronds and fresh fruit branches in with an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in the said figure the motorized cutter basically comprises a C-shaped sickle which is used as cutting head and a driving means provided at the bottom end of the cutting head adapted to move the cutting head in a linear back and forth motion to facilitate the cutting operation.

Reference is next invited from the FIG.2 wherein the said cutting tool as disclosed in the previous figure in more vividly illustrated, showing the detailed mechanical assembly incorporated in the said driving means. As shown in the said figures the present cutting tool includes a cutting head and a driving means. The cutting head of the tools is a C-shaped sickle 3 wherein bottom end of the C-shaped sickle is clamped to a sickle sleeve 5 by a sickle stopper 4. The bottom end of the said sickle is designed to stack firmly in the groove 6. The sickle stopper 4 which is placed over the sickle sleeve 5 is tightened by bolts and nuts. A sickle slider 7 is provided at the front end of the sickle sleeve 5 to facilitate the linear motion of the sickle sleeve in combined with the sickle 3 during the cutting operation. A pair of bevel gear including a main gear 13 and a driving gear 15 driven by external power source is provided at the back end of the sickle sleeve 5 to transmit the rotational power of the external power source to the apparatus and to activate the linear movement of the sickle sleeve and the cutting head. More specifically, the back end of the sickle sleeve is operatively connected to the main gear 13 by a connecting rod 9 and a pin 11 wherein the main gear 13 is operatively connected to the driving gear 15.

During the cutting operation the driving gear 15 is rotated at high speed by using any power source including petrol engine, diesel engine, electrical motor, hydraulic,
pneumatic or battery powered motor. As the main gear 13 of the cutting tools is
operatively connected to the driving gear, the main gear also starts to rotate with the
rotation of the driving gear 15. The pin and the connecting rod assembly which is
operatively connected to the main gear 13 translates the rotational motion of the
main gear into linear simple harmonic motion which sets off the linear back and forth
motion of the cutting head of the tools. The revolution of the said bevel gear (i.e.
combination of the driving and main gear) is directly proportional to the speed of the
back and forth linear motion of the cutting head. Thus the high speed rotation of the
bevel gear causes the high speed motion of the cutting head which enables the the
cutting head to perform cutting.

Reference is next invited from the FIGs. 3 and 4 shows the difference in the
construction of action line between conventional cutters and motorized cutter of the
present invention. As shown in the, in the present invention, the main gear has been
designed to have teeth on the top side of the action line of cutting (x-x), in particular
the main gear cooperating with said drive gear is designed such that the action line of
said rotary motion of said drive gear is substantially in line with said line of cutting for
reduced vibration during cutting operation. On the contrary in the existing cutters the
teeth of the main gears are positioned at the bottom of the line of cutting which
results an offset (d) in the action line (x-y). This offset in the action line causes
vibration in the system. Thus, placing of the teeth of the main gear over the cutting
line reduces the offset in the action line results a significant reduction in the
unwanted vibration of the tools during operation.

It is thus possible by way of the present advancement to provide for an automated
cutting tool/ apparatus which can be used for harvesting operations in the agriculture
work. Furthermore apart from using as agricultural harvester the said cutting tools
can be modified for different types of cutting operation by incorporating cutting head
shaping appropriate to the required job. The advantageous design of the pair of bevel
gear of the invention reduces the unwanted vibration during the operation of the said
cutting apparatus which makes the apparatus user friendly and adapted for long time use.

Additional modifications and improvements of the present invention may also be apparent to those skilled in the art. Thus, the particulars combination of parts described and illustrated herein is instead to represent preferred embodiments of the present invention, and is not intended to serve as limitations of alternative devices or/and combinations within the spirit and scope of the invention.
A motorized cutter comprising of a cutting head for the cutting operation defining a line of cutting; bevel gear involving a drive gear and main gear adapted to be operatively connected to a power source for generating a rotational motion; means for converting and transmitting said rotational motion into linear motion and to facilitate a linear movement of said cutting head during the cutting operation characterized by said bevel gear comprising of said main gear having the teeth on the top side cooperating with said drive gear such that the action line of said rotary motion of said drive gear is substantially in line with said line of cutting for reduced vibration during cutting operation.

A motorized cutter according to claim wherein said cutting head comprises of a C shaped sickle for the harvesting operation.

A motorized cutter according to anyone of claims wherein the placement of the main gear having teeth on the top side such that the action line of said rotary motion of said drive gear is substantially in line with said line of cutting to minimize the offset in said action line and thereby facilitate reduction of the vibration during the cutting operation.

A motorized cutter according to anyone of claims wherein said means for converting and transmitting said rotational motion into linear motion includes a connecting rod and a sleeve for converting the rotational motion of the main gear into a linear simple harmonic motion.

A motorized cutter according to claim wherein one end of the said connecting rod is operatively connected to the main gear and other end of the connecting rod is attached to said sleeve by a pin.
6. A motorized cutter (10) according to anyone of the claims 4 to 5 wherein the front end of the sleeve (5) is attached to bottom of the cutting head by a stopper (4) and which front end passes through a slider (7) to favor the linear motion of the cutting head and the sleeve (5).

7. A motorized cutter (10) according to anyone of the claims 4 to 6 wherein the rotation of the main gear (13) activates the connecting rod (9) to oscillate which in turn pushes the pin (11) which carries the sleeve and the cutting head to move in linear direction.

8. A motorized cutter (10) according to anyone of the claims 1 wherein the said power source comprises a motor for rotating the driving gear (15), and which is selected from anyone of petrol engine, diesel engine, electrical motor, hydraulic, pneumatic or battery powered motor.

9. A motorized cutter (10) according to anyone of the claims 1 to 8 which is a portable motorized cutter.
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